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OPINION

Rethink Everything: Where should your
strategy rebuild start?
By Whitney Reid Pennell, President, RCS Hospitality Group

Times of signi cant transition are rare in the club industry.
Golf is a game of tradition and people get settled into their
habits and routine. High volume can hide a multitude of sins
and a tight labor market had us all frazzled just a few months
ago. Routine can produce nice, predictable behavior and
without much thought we can slip into a rut ourselves. With
the recent shutdowns and limited operations we were forced
into, we have had to rethink everything that we did before. As
we continue through these transitional times, how do we
come out stronger on the other side? Rethink EVERYTHING.
Reopening or expanding services isn’t an event, it’s a
process... READ MORE >>

Adaptability
By Larry Hirsh, President, Golf Property Analysts

To be adaptable is de ned by Dictionary.com as: able to adjust
oneself readily to di erent conditions. If we’ve learned
nothing else from the pandemic, I submit to you that we’ve
enhanced our adaptability skills. We’ve learned how to
maintain social distance, wear face coverings and many of us
are working and learning from home in a virtual environment
with the aid of modern technology that is sure to change our
lives. The game of golf is one (like most sports) where
adaptability is constantly required. Wind, temperature, rain,
turf conditions, match status, hazards and how one feels are
all conditions that a golfer needs to consider on each and
every shot. The golf course and club industry has also shown
an excellent ability to adapt during the pandemic... READ
MORE >>

FROM AROUND THE INDUSTRY
Brown Golf Management Partners With University of Maryland Eastern Shore to Provide
Students with Real-World Golf Management Experience (Brown Golf)
Club pros at PGA Championship see COVID-related surge in golf back home
How’s golf doing? 9 must-know numbers about the (booming?!) industry

(Yahoo! Sports)

(Golf.com)

The Grass is Greener: Golf Communities Seeing New Buyers Amid Pandemic

(Barron's)

From football to golf? Escanaba Country Club o ering free golf to Delta County football
players (Daily Press, MI)
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The Forces of Innovation and Change
Young people working in golf operations who end up having long
careers in this industry will never forget the spring and summer
of 2020. It will go down as a period when golf absorbed the
stunning disruption of a full-on pandemic—a force that preyed
on the existing problems of the business but also revealed a
previously unrecognized strength, built-in social distancing...
READ MORE >>

A Post-Quarantine Food and Beverage Playbook
When Myers Park Country Club moved to its current location in
1921 with 350 members and plans for an 18-hole course designed
by Donald Ross, the exclusive Charlotte, North Carolina, club set
the standard for private club service in the Southeast... READ
MORE >>

Secure your space for NGCOA's
Stay informed AND o er your
NEWEST event, Golf Business RevCon
feedback! Read reviews on Golf
2020. If you're responsible for the
Management Systems (GMS), plus you
nancial growth and success of a golf can write your own to help your peers.
business, this event is for you!

We tackle industry-critical topics from
across the golf landscape. Catch up on
Golf Business LIVE episodes and
SUBSCRIBE to our YouTube channel so
you can stay in-the-know! CLICK HERE.

Share Golf Business WEEKLY with a Friend!
Do you know someone who should be reading Golf Business WEEKLY? We encourage you to
forward this email to your colleagues and peers so they can enjoy the latest business-tobusiness news about the golf industry. CLICK HERE to subscribe.
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